Roles of Ministry of Foreign Affairs in DISASTER RESPONSE PLAN
Supports by MOFA

Safety Confirmation
-to integrate the lists of safety confirmation in cooperation with NPA (National police agency), local governments, and foreign missions.

Supporting Foreign Missions’ Task
-to coordinate with other ministries as for chartered flights arranged by foreign missions.

Supporting for Immigration Control
-prompt visa issuance at Japanese embassies and consulates.
-prompt visa extension / re-entry permission in cooperation with Immigration Bureau.

Dispatch MOFA Officials to the Affected Areas
-to send MOFA officials including language specialists to the affected areas.
Cooperation with Foreign Missions

Cooperation with Actors in the Affected Area

- International Exchange, Associations
- Local Police Fire Department
- Schools, Companies
- NPOs
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MOFA, Japan Liaison between foreign missions and central/local government agencies
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